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WOMBATS IN CARE WITH MANGE 

 
The following information is based on personal experiences of WPSA and M.M. Inc. carers in caring 
for bare nosed wombats with sarcoptic scabeii (mange).  
 
This is a constant learning curve and of wombats should be always open to additional information to 
enhance rehabilitation knowledge and increase survival rates of the species.  
 
Young wombats present differently to adult wombats with mange.  
 
Young wombats 12kgs < are very hard to turn around from mange infestation. The combination of 
secondary infections contracted by the young wombat with an under developed immune system is 
what ultimately compromises its ability to cope with what is a potentially curable disease if caught at 
an early stage of the mite infestation. 
 
They present differently to adult wombats with mange. The young wombats’ immune system is not 
adequate to cope with the mite, and instead of the skin hardening and presenting the typical signs of 
raised, hard dry plaques on sides of face and flanks and striations with fur loss, they appear to have 
minimal fur loss, giving the appearance of an early case, when in fact, they are well into decline.  
 

 
This young wombat is infested with mange, and 
died within 24hours of admission.  
 
His fur was complete and thick.  
 
His underbelly was excoriated and bleeding and his 
skin was wet and cold. 

 
 
It is very hard to identify those wombats which may respond well to those who will not survive. In one 
case a small 10kg wombat was treated that looked like a pig: pink, furless, but no skin lesions, and 
which responded well, and other cases suffered the loss of many that are fully furred. 
 
It has been found that often on first sight in a paddock, eating grass, they seem to be good candidates 
for treating, but when captured and examined, the stress of being caught, no matter how easy this 
process has been, and being taken into care seems to use up any last resources of strength – the Fight 
or Flight adrenalin rush- leaving it weak, and many usually die within 24 hours of admission. 
 
However, occasionally they present with plaques and fur loss, and these often do well with 
treatment.  
 
On examination, the underlying skin is wet, almost soggy, but the fur is in tact. The effect of this 
“wet” skin surface prevents the wombat maintaining a constant body heat, the fur remains wet and 
cold and they are usually dehydrated. They are compromised with underlying chest infections, runny 
mucous from the nose, exhaustion from sleep deprivation, infected sores often with maggots and the 
stress from surviving alone. Suffering from predation from larger wombats, early weaning due to its 
mother’s death, the loss of her protection, and often, living without a burrow, its prognosis is poor. 
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Treatment Regime for young wombats with Mange 
 

1. After using Apex ointment to remove maggots from open sores, betadine is applied by 
dabbing onto infected areas on gauze swabs and dabbed dry.  

 
2. Apply calamine lotion/ Chloramine spray to dry the wet areas and soothe and relieve itching 

as needed.  
 

3. Trivetrin 240 antibiotic sub cut is given daily for 10 days.  This treats any underlying bacterial 
respiratory and wound infections.  

 
Exemplar mange treatment for a 6kg joey 
 
Day 1 –   4mls Cydectin Pour On to back of neck 
Day 2 -   0.2mls sub cut Ivermectin injection 
Day 12 -   0.2mls sub cut Ivermectin injection 
Day 19 –  3mls pour on Cydectin 
Day 26 -   3mls pour on Cydectin 
 
Then 2mls Cydectin Pour On weekly for following 8 weeks, and fortnightly for a further 8 treatments. 
 
This regime has been used by Mange Management Inc. successfully, though in discussion with Jenny 
Mattingly, M.M. Inc. she has also found the survival rate for young wombats with mange is very poor. 
 
Protocol for Supportive Care  
 
Dry hay bedding, changed daily and an overhead heat lamp to maintain body heat loss 24/7. 
 
Clean bowl of water changed 2 x day. 
 
Bottle feeds of milk as appropriate to weight/age. 
 
Quiet environment, dark area for sleeping. 
 
Once the wombat appears to be responding to the mange treatment, give Panacur oral wormer for 
three consecutive weeks, followed by a single dose orally of Imax Gold wormer on the fourth week, 
to cover any worm infestation present. 
 
A stool sample is taken to the vet for a faecal float, and if needed after this, a five-day oral course of 
Baycox for coccidiosis. 
 
It is hard not to over handle the wombat as care dictates that the wombat needs the above attention 
initially, but once the wounds are healing, and antibiotics are working, try not to over handle the 
wombat, as stress exacerbates mange, and its stress levels are high at capture, change of 
environment, and initial handling for injections, wound care etc. The rustle of gowns and gloves does 
not help.  
 
However, bottle feeding helps to calm it down once re established, and gradually as it accepts these 
cuddles so the issue of over handling reduces. 
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Hygiene and Husbandry 
 
Before capturing a wombat for mange treatment, you need to be organized and ready for the process 
it will need for its care. 
 

 It will need to be housed inside a building or house as it has problems maintaining its 
temperature, and feels the cold. A heat lamp overhead 24/7 assists it to keep warm and is an 
essential piece of equipment. 

 
 A suitable sized pen or container, that allows the wombat to move about, but can be 

maintained at a constant temperature.  
 

 A concrete floor to allow effective sluicing and cleaning out of all hay and urine/poo etc. 
 

 Vegetable containers are great, easily cleaned, come in various sizes to suit the wombat size 
being treated, can be adapted with a permanent floor welded in so indoor care can be given 
without too much mess, or sited on concrete floors in outbuildings/sheds etc. 

 
 If an adult, a thick bed of hay to lie on, enough for it to cover itself should it feel the cold, and 

a large box/kennel/transporting carrier for it to retreat into to sleep. Not a burrow! 
 

 If a small joey, a hanging pouch, which must be changed daily and washed in hot water, 
separately from any other washing. 

 
Mange is transferable to you, and any other wombat or animal that touches the infected wombat 
you treat.  
 

 You need to gown up when cleaning out the pen as well as when handling the animal. Mange 
mites are microscopic, so may become air borne when in hay and dust. 

 
 The hay needs to be removed and replaced daily. 

 
 Mites can survive off the host for up to 3 weeks, so re-infestation can occur. 

 
 Burn all hay removed from the pen. 

 
 Water bowls and fresh water daily, topped up as needed, and washed out daily. Mange 

causes thirst/dehydration. 
 

 Long plastic vet gloves – these are used by vets working out in the field and come in boxes of 
100. Elastic bands large enough to slide up your arms, to prevent the long gloves from sliding 
down when handling the infected wombat, exposing your skin to mange mites. 

 
 Boxes of surgical gloves, short, to wear over the long vet gloves keep the long gloves on as 

they are slippery, and thin. 
 

 Long sleeved surgical theatre gowns (hospitals and vets use these) – beg your nursing friends 
to get some for you or purchase online. They are great for covering you from head to toe. 
Wear plastic aprons on top, which again come in boxes, but a nurse friend can get you some 
as they are used all the time in a hospital setting. 

 
 Wash your hands before and after touching the wombat, regardless of wearing gloves and 

aprons, and always try to leave the manged wombats care to last after any other animals you 
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may have in care, reducing the risk of you transferring mites to your healthy 
wombats/animals. 

 
 Stock up with Lyclear ointment – available from pharmacies for the treatment of head lice. 

 
 Rub this onto wrists, or any areas that may have been exposed by accident after every time 

after handling a manged wombat.  If you do contract mange this is a very effective and quick 
treatment. Before bed, lather lyclear from head to toe (not hair) and go to bed. Shower it off 
the following night – it is not visible and is absorbed into the skin overnight so not greasy. 
This should kill any mites on you, but you may still itch for up to a week after infestation, 
even though they are dead. 

 
 Remember, if you contract it, and have cuddled your family, they will all need to be treated 

at the same time as you.  
 

 If mites are contracted, wash your bedding and clothes separately. 
 

 Try to reduce who goes into the wombat area to yourself and one other person. This reduces 
the chance of spreading mites to others. Always have gowns and gloves beside the pen and a 
notice to remind everyone to gown up before entering the area.  

 
 Have a bin next to the pen for disposable gloves aprons and syringes. 

 
 Have a sharps bin for needle disposal near the pen. 

 
 Have your container of Cydectin and other medicines in a cupboard near the pens for easy 

access and away from other animals. 
 

 A large wheelie bin with a lid kept beside the pen area is useful to dump used hay into, and 
keep the lid on to stop exposure of old hay to floor areas. Wheel the bin to the fire area to 
burn. Remember to cover all skin whilst moving hay from bin to fire pit. 

 
 Make up a chart of the wombat’s care plan and tick off each treatment as you go. Hang it on 

the pen. 
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Case Studies 
 
In April 2016 a female adult wombat weighing 26kgs was caught and admitted into care. She was 
wandering along a road in daylight eating verge grass. She was covered in hard white plaques, had 
little to no fur on her flanks and had open sores with maggots and flies on her.  
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On admission, she was sub cut antibiotics for 10 days, and her wounds treated daily for infection until 
healed. Maggots were removed from the sores and she was placed in the mange sick bay pen with 
hay, water, a heat lamp above her box, some fresh picked grass and a small bowl of Extra Cool horse 
pellets. 
 
She ate continuously standing up for nearly a week, with cat naps of a few minutes whilst standing 
up, before she started scratching herself again. She was sleep deprived from the constant itching and 
scratching, exhausted yet still very wild and aggressive to handle. 
 
She finally laid down to sleep 8 days after she came into care. Her skin was hard and it sounded like 
cardboard when she scratched herself. 
 
She was in a situation of ‘do or die’. She could have been euthanized and not brought into care: adults 
do not always cope with coming into care, and stress is a big factor in exacerbating mange, but it was 
evaluated that if she stressed she could be euthanized in care.  If left in the wild she would die, so a 
chance for survival was offered. She took well to being in care. She was so tired and seemed to 
appreciate the safety of her box and pen, fresh daily grass at her door, water and pellets. She fought 
when handled for wound care and injections (as you can see, the gloves were destroyed very quickly 
from her claws tearing at hands.)  
 
Once the injections and wounds stage was over, she did not to be handled again. She settled down 
into a routine, growled every time the pen door was opened, leaped at carer when cleaning her pen 
out, changed the water or entered into her space, but she slept for days once the mites started to die 
and 6 weeks later, the first plaques started to drop of her legs, leaving open bloody skin exposed.  
 
Yet healthy skin developed within a few hours, which had healed over and on the following day pink 
and clean skin was visible. She received her worming treatments on her pellets, which she ate daily. 
 
Day 1 –   9mls cydectin pour on 
Day 7 –   4mls Cydectin 
Day 14 –  4mls cydectin  
Day 21 –  4mls cydectin 
Day 28 –  4mls cydectin 
Day 35 –  4mls cydectin 
Day 42  –  4mls cydectin 
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Fortnightly treatments at 4mls for next 8 treatments. 
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These photos of Mango were taken at the last treatment. Her fur is still thin, but all the plaques are 
gone. She is wormed, healthy and ready to be released. 


